
Effectiveness Statement 

Entry Title: Changing Perceptions to Recruit Qualified Coach Operators  

Subcategory: Comprehensive Campaign 
Member Type/Size: Group 3- Greater than 20 million annual passenger trips 
AdWheel Category: Best Marketing and Communications Educational Effort 

 
Target Audience 

People in southern California looking for rewarding and responsible full- and part-time 
employment as OCTA coach operators.  

Situation/Challenge 

Like other transit agencies, OCTA found it difficult to attract qualified coach operators. 
Challenges included an unemployment rate of 2.8%, a robust economy, and a diverse 
geographic region with hiring competition from other agencies, TNCs, hotel shuttle 
operators, and major employers like Disneyland. Mandatory overtime for all drivers was 
a short-term but unsustainable solution. In response, OCTA formed a cross-
departmental team to evaluate and address the issue. Initial findings revealed that 
potential job applicants were either unaware of coach operator positions or viewed them 
as low-paying jobs with limited career potential. OCTA wanted a way to increase 
awareness, counteract incorrect perceptions, and educate the public about positive and 
flexible coach operator jobs at OCTA.  

Strategy/Objective 

The goals of the internal team were to evaluate the coach operator training curriculum, 
benchmark against other agencies, and increase the number of certified operators by 
10% by end of FY 18/19. To improve the application process and make the position 
more attractive, OCTA shortened the online application from 21 to 4 pages, introduced 
part-time positions, reduced hiring bottlenecks, encouraged employee referrals, 
accelerated training for existing drivers, and streamlined medical certification. Marketing 
tactics uses to change perceptions and educate the public  included a campaign 
webpage, video campaign, online advertising, printed collateral, and bus 
advertisements, all featuring real OCTA bus drivers.  

Results/Impacts  

Launched in August 2018, the campaign has been hugely successful. The number of 
applicants rose 22% from September to October 2018, with a year-over-year increase 
from October 2017 to October 2018 of 47%. In the first quarter, 22 coach operators 
were certified compared to a total of 36 for the entire previous year. The campaign will 
continue with the implementation of the improved application, training, and advertising 
avenues.  



Why This Entry Should Win 

Coach operators are the public face of transit organizations. A robust recruiting process 
helps ensure a steady supply of professionals who can successfully represent the 
organization while performing the essential duty of safely transporting riders. This entry 
demonstrates that an informed creative integrated marketing campaign can change 
perceptions and  transform recruitment from lackluster to outstanding but does not need 
to be costly or time-consuming. OCTA’s campaign to educate the public and attract and 
keep qualified coach operators serves a model for other transit agencies. 
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A cross-departmental team was established to tackle bus driver recruitment. 
First step, photoshoot. This made it possible to revise all marketing materials.

Bus driver recruitment campaign
materials needed a makeover
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OCTA customized the messaging geographically, demographically, and by 
interest to people in Southern California looking for rewarding full- and part-
time employment as OC bus drivers.

Targeted digital ads positioned 
OC bus drivers to be hip and trendy
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Ads were placed on various display and search channels including paid listings 
on recruitment channels like Indeed. Specific ads were targeted to people who 
visited the OC Bus driver webpage and search for driver specific jobs.

A comprehensive digital media mix
was used to help increase awareness
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Design concepts were created in order to find the perfect fit.

Initial design mockups:
Explored various creative concepts
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OC Buses served as rolling billboards and included three full bus wraps.

Final campaign creative:
Bus ads rolled out onto OC Buses
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A new webpage was developed to promote all of the great benefits of being 
an OC Bus driver with OCTA. Not just your next job but a life-long, rewarding 
career.

Campaign webpage was developed
to position OC Bus as your next career
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These sections visually and easily compare being an OC Bus driver to other 
jobs that involve driving. Driver requirements were added to help potential 
applicants see if they qualified for the position.

A comparison chart and requirements 
were added to the webpage
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Real OC Bus drivers were selected and interviewed to provide more 
personalized stories.

Videos were produced for YouTube
highlighting specific benefits
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A variety of short videos feature each of the drivers and highlight one or two 
benefits of being an OC Bus driver. The videos were promoted on Facebook, 
YouTube, and on the campaign webpage.

A “Stories for behind the wheel” 
concept was developed from the shoot
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Printed collateral was completely revamped to make the Drive OC Bus 
branding cohesive across all channels.

Drive OC Bus campaign messages 
convey exceptional benefits



New bus driver branding
• Photoshoot
• Video interviews
• New webpage

Branded Landing Page
• Feature benefits
• Allow drivers to self-select
• Feature video spots
• Jobs comparison chart

Featured benefits
• Full and part-time positions
• Flexible work schedule
• Salary plus overtime
• Higher starting pay than competition
• Career advancement
• Training opportunities
• Educational reimbursement

Highlight driver requirement
• 1 year customer service
• 3 years driving experience
• No points on DMV record
• Valid U.S. Driver’s License
• 21 years or older

Jobs comparison chart
• OC Bus drivers
• Uber/Lyft
• Truck drivers
• Private shuttle drivers

Extensive digital campaign
• Facebook
• Instagram
• Google Display
• Google Search
• Bing Search
• Indeed

Bus advertising
• King ads
• Ultra super kings
• Full wraps

Improved recruitment process
• Accelerated training program
• Shortened job application
• New medical provider
• Streamlined medical process
• Added training class in November

Application Status
• Highest class in Oct. since 2016
• 22% increase month over month
• 47% increase year over year
• 22 certified FY 18/19 vs. 36 FY 17/18

Bus Driver Recruitment Campaign


